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INTRODUCTION

These are the main issues and solutions for Respondus Lockdown Browser and monitor.

Before beginning, we want to mention some points:

1. The students must take mock tests before taking the actual exams (it’s better one week before) to avoid technical problems 
during actual exams.

2. The student must ensure that the latest updates are working with the device’s operating system.

3. Ensure to download Respondus LockDown Browser from the dedicated link for the university.

4. Students must make sure to connect the PC to a strong internet connection.
Students must download Lockdown browser from the link specified for the University of Bahrain.

5. If the student has an issue during a mock test, please contact student service center.

6. If the student has an issue during an actual test, please contact your instructor to transfer you to a technician to solve the 
problem immediately.

7. Please make sure to save your answers in every question.



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

What is the best way to install Lockdown browser?

Please follow the steps in this video:

Lockdown browser installation:

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o


HOW CAN THESE PROBLEMS BE SOLVED IN LOCKDOWN? 

If one of these two messages appears, you must 

enter the exam in the correct way..

If the course is in Original view, follow the 

steps in this link.

And if it is Ultra view, follow the steps in this 

link.

Note: If the problem persists, please contact the 

instructor to refer you to the specialized 

technician to solve the problem.

https://youtu.be/k180wyoV9g4
https://youtu.be/WIfgeGNiG8E


HOW CAN THESE PROBLEMS BE SOLVED IN 

LOCKDOWN? 

Change the time zone to: (UTC +3:00 Kuwait, 

Riyadh)



HOW CAN THESE PROBLEMS BE SOLVED IN 

LOCKDOWN? 

Create a new account in 

Windows and download 

Respondus Lockdown 

Browser in the new account 

created and enter the exam.

If the problem persists, 

please switch to another 

device.



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Those messages mean you have a problem in the internet connection:

In this case the student should do the following:

1- Inform the course instructor immediately

(send a picture as a proof)

2- Restart the router and refresh in the lockdown page

3- If the problem is still remaining then close lockdown and enter the exam 

again. Students might need to write a reason for closing the browser.

4- If the problem is still there, you have to change to another internet 

connection.



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

There is a problem with the Blackboard

Please inform your instructor directly to inform the E-Learning Center to 

solve this issue as soon as possible.



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

1 - Update the operating system .. If you have Windows 10, click on this link to 

download the update.

2- Update Respondus LockDown Browser by following the steps in the video.

3- Follow the steps mentioned in this link for further solutions.

If the problem persists, the instructor can remove the facial recognition feature for 

entering the test.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/software-download/windows10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzF3cZzfHrE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Inform the instructor immediately, do the steps in this video:

Lockdown solutions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM

Enter the exam after finishing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM


The problem is that the student cannot save essay questions.

The solution is to update Lockdown browser. See the following step in minute 

1:55 in this video:

Lockdown browser installation:

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o

Also, we prefer to do the steps in this video if possible:

Lockdown solutions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Inform the instructor immediately and follow the steps in this video.

Enter the exam after finishing

If the problem persists, you can ask the instructor to do a live proctoring in LockDown

using Microsoft Teams.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM


If you face this issue with the camera, please do the first method in this video:

How to Fix Camera Problems in Windows?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSeBNY51p-s

HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSeBNY51p-s


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Please do the last step in this video (Minute 4:58)

Lockdown solutions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4sJOTLyONM


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

If this problem occurs, you must make a new windows account, 

then install the lockdown browser in the new account:

Windows 10 - How to Create a New User Account

https://youtu.be/_CgEf0DEzmg

https://youtu.be/_CgEf0DEzmg


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

1- In the iPad, the student should write:

University of Bahrain

to enter the lockdown

2- The student should inform the instructor about using an iPad 

for the exam to enable the option in the settings.



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Click on “Close Process” to open lockdown 

browser..

It is better to close all programs temporary 

like MS teams and antivirus before 

opening LockDown browser



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

If you have a problem in using the camera in LockDown, 

please open the camera program to see if it works there.

If you see this message, then do the solution shown in this 

video (minutes 1:50-2:47):

https://youtu.be/NvCnQRu8CSo

https://youtu.be/NvCnQRu8CSo


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

Android, Linux and mobile operating systems are not supported by Lockdown Browser

Check this video for more details:

Lockdown browser installation:

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o

https://youtu.be/ornCmY6KJ6o


HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

This problem can be solved as follows: 

1- Remove (VMWARE) from the mouse and the wireless 

speakers, etc. by going to “Device Manager” and then clicking on 

“uninstall” (Refer to the method on the next page). 

2- For Windows devices: Turn off “Hyper Threading” or any other 

feature related to this problem in BIOS (Basic Input/output 

System).

3- For Mac Devices: Disable “Parallels”.

If the problem still persists, it can be solved by formatting the 

device or using another device. 

Note: In the event the student decides to format the device, he 

shall first make sure to copy his files and maintain a backup 

thereof. 



HOW CAN WE SOLVE THIS ISSUE?

How to Get the Mouse out of VMWARE?

Note: After uninstalling, you can access the exam through the Lockdown program. Do not restart the device, as the icon will appear again and

you will not be able to have access to the exam until after deleting it again. You may need to check before having access to each exam.

1- Search for “Device Manager” and click on it. 2. Uninstall this icon.


